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Course title

The application of Japanese language I

Topics and course structure

"The application of Japanese language I" is a course designed to help understanding the main course "Japanese
language I". 

Through the exercises of reading, writing, listening and speaking students are expected to consolidate their
knowledge of the language which will be acquired by attending the main course.  

It is designed for students who have had little or no experience in learning Japanese.

Objectives

The aim of this course is to develop four basic skills (i.e., speaking, listening, reading, and writing) in modern
Japanese with an emphasis on grammatical accuracy and socially appropriate language use. 

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to carry on basic daily conversations such as self-
introduction, inquiry of time, prices, shopping and description of trips and opinions.  They can also develop the
ability not only to read and write simple Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji but also complex sentences. 



Methodologies

Exercises of reading, writing, listening and speaking.

Online and offline teaching materials

The textbook is the same with the main course "Japanese language I".

Supplementary materials by lecturer (c/o Copisteria "Fronteretro", viale Sarca, 191)

Programme and references for attending students

Programme and references for non-attending students

Assessment methods

Final exam (oral interview) 

1) reading one or two pieces from the textbook and answering the questions about the text. questions in Japanese
grammar. (with the Italian professor)  

2) short conversation in Japanese about everyday life,  describing a picture and self-introduction in Japanese. (with
the Japanese mother-tongue teacher)

Only those who are successful in the written exam are invited to the oral interview. 

Office hours

By contacting the lecturer by email:

sachie.kimura@unimib.it

Programme validity

Valid for two academic years.



Course tutors and assistants
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